Abstract:
In this presentation, we show geometric properties of a family of polyhedra obtained by folding a regular tetrahedron along regular triangular grids. Each polyhedron is identified by a pair of nonnegative integers. The polyhedron can be cut along a geodesic strip of triangles to be decomposed and unfolded into one or multiple bands (homeomorphic to a cylinder). The number of bands is the greatest common divisor of the two numbers. By a proper choice of pairs of numbers, we can create a common triangular band that folds into different multiple polyhedra that belongs to the family.
OVERVIEW
In this paper, we consider a family of polyhedra obtained by folding a regular tetrahedron along a regular triangular grid (Fig. 2) . Specifically, for each triangular face, overlay a regular triangular grid on the face such that the vertices of the face lie exactly on the grid points. Now subdividing the polyhedron along such a grid and constraining each edge to be equal lengths will create a new deltahedron. The subdivision can be identified by two nonnegative numbers and ; this is a common notation for creating geodesic polyhedra. Instead of projecting vertices on a sphere like in the geodesic dome, our construction considers making all faces regular triangles, yielding a family of deltahedra. Although we finally consider a folding from the unit tetrahedra, the notation is easier to be understood by placing the unfolding on to the unit triangular grid as in Fig. 3 by appropriate scaling. Then, the numbers ( , ) corresponds to the case when an edge vector is + when and represent the unit vectors along the triangular grid forming 60° with respect to each other.
Such deltahedral shapes have been constructed in the context of virus modeling (Caspar and Klug 1962) or appear in the art of modular origami constructions (Kawamura 2015) . Gailiunas 2014 computes this family in their work. However, the geometric properties of the family of polyhedra are not yet fully understood. Even its existence, i.e., embedding to Euclidean 3-space, is unknown for a larger and . We call such a construction "geodesic folding" as the subdivision along the geodesic lines give shapes isometric to the original polyhedron.
In this paper, we focus on the geodesic folding of a regular tetrahedron and show some basic properties of the family. Namely, here are our contributions.
-We show that the deltahedron is decomposable into 1 or multiple triangular bands along the geodesics of the surface, and the number of bands is the greatest common divisor of and . This formally completes the finding on the mad weaving of tetrahedron by (Gailiunas 2017 ).
-We show pairs of polyhedra ( , ) and ( ′ , ′ ) that can be folded from the same band. -We symbolically and numerically construct polyhedra and discuss the volumeincreasing nature of the folding. -We give some open questions regarding its folded states and the volumes.
GEODESIC BANDS
We claim that deltahedron ( , ) comprises triangular bands along the geodesics of the surface, where is the greatest common devisor of and . This can be shown by considering the tiling of the unfolding of a regular tetrahedron [Akiyama2007] embedded on a regular triangular grid. Now a geodesic strip of triangles on the tetrahedral surface can be drawn as a horizontal straight strip in its unfolding. We would like to know the maximum lengths of such a strip such that it does duplicate the same triangle of the deltahedron. By the property of the tiling of tetrahedral unfolding, the same triangle maps to its 180° rotation around the midpoint of the tetrahedral edge, or its translation by + ( , ∈ ), where = (2 , 2 ) and = (−2 , 2 + 2 ) represents the translation vectors that form the tiling. A single strip cannot contain 180° rotations of the same triangle as the midpoint of corresponding triangles will be a grid point. So, the strip ends exactly when it hits the translational copy of the first triangle; because the strip connects from the opposite side, this part forms a geodesic band of triangles. Now, the horizontal dimension ( , 0) of the unit strip with 2 triangles needs to be represented as + . This gives that 2 = 1 ( , ) where ( , ) = 4( 2 + 2 + ) is the number of triangles on the tetrahedron. This means that the deltahedron is decomposed into bands of equal number of triangles. In particular, if and are coprime, the deltahedron consists of a single band. Fig. 1 Numerically computed geodesic folding of regular tetrahedra. Fig. 2 Geodesic folding of regular tetrahedra corresponding to numbers (1,1), (2,1), (2,2), (3,1), (3,2), (3,3) from top left to bottom right in row major. Fig. 3 Unfolding overlaid on a unit grid. Fig. 4 A horizontal triangular strip on the tiling of the unfolding of tetrahedron.
